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A B S T R A C T

In a perspective of impoverishment of the fossil fuel and preservation of the natural environment, the sea
wave energy is being increasingly regarded as alternative and promising resource. A key aspect to take in
consideration for the deployment of Wave Energy Converters is the local characterization of the wave climate.
In this contribute, a methodology for the calculation and validation of a site-specific Test Reference Year
(TRY), from a multiyear dataset such ERA-Interim and ERA-5, to be used in wave energy conversion studies
is proposed. Comparison of the two datasets with observed data gives ERA-5 as the best dataset.

The methodology applied for the TRY generation has proven to be very effective, with the daily sum of 𝐻𝑠
and 𝑇𝑚 being the most effective indices for the TRY generation and in general 𝐻𝑠 about twice more important
than 𝑇𝑚. Once obtained, the TRY is applied in order to force an implementation of the Simulating WAves
Nearshore (SWAN) model in an area of the central Adriatic Sea to characterize the area.
1. Introduction

The depletion of the fossil fuel and the necessity to preserve the
natural environment, is bringing the community interest toward the
use of renewable and sustainable energy. In the ocean, one of the
most conspicuous and promising forms of energy is the one from ocean
waves. One of the main drawbacks of resorting to wave power is its
high variability at different time-scales: seasonal and monthly patterns,
with the sea state and from wave to wave. Thus, when planning
the utilization of wave power, the local characterization of the wave
climate is crucial. In the past twenty years, several attempts have
been undertaken to map the offshore wave energy and create tools
facilitating the computation of nearshore wave energy resources. Global
wave energy resource maps have been previously featured in the review
book by Cruz [1], utilizing WorldWaves data. Extensive efforts have
been dedicated to wave energy assessment along different segments
of the European coastline [2–14], in America [15–25], in Africa [26–
28], in Asia [29–38] and in Oceania [39–43]. Since adequate wave
buoy data are often not available, most of these studies used dataset
obtained from meteorological data assimilation, where an atmosphere
circulation reanalysis is integrated with a wave model. Therefore,
weather forecasts rely on incorporating weather observations collected
over decades through a single consistent analysis in forecast models.
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No wave parameters are assimilated, making the sea surface condi-
tions a hindcast run, where forecasts have always relied on accurate
observations of the current weather. Example of reanalysis datasets are
the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis and Reforecast provided by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [44] or the
ERA-Interim [45] and ERA-5 [46] provided by the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). While for offshore
(deepwater) energetic patterns the wave power assessment is based
on simple statistics and calculations of the wave data, i.e. significant
wave height (𝐻𝑠), mean period (𝑇𝑚) and mean direction (𝜃𝑚), nearshore
water conditions require preliminary analysis aimed at the propaga-
tion of offshore wave climate by means of numerical models. These
models, besides requiring accurate calibration activity - possibly based
on direct local measurements (e.g. wave buoy, ADCP etc.) [47] – need
long computational time [48]. This creates the paradox that even if
some decades of wave data are available, in most cases the nearshore
propagations are limited to simulate five or ten years. In addition,
when power production of a specific wave energy converter (WEC
hereinafter) technology is accomplished using multiyear data, more and
more expensive computational efforts are required [49], and if wave
farms in coastal areas are simulated, prohibitive computational efforts
are necessary. The possibility of using a representative sample of the
entire dataset has long been strongly advocated by researchers and
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engineers involved in the wave energy sector. An option is to create
one year of representative data, usually called ‘‘long-term average data
series’’ in the meteorological field [50]. Here, the main shortcoming,
is the loss of the data time history and time correlation with the
extreme events, due to the aggregation of instantaneous data. Several
methodologies exist for the calculation of typical meteorological year,
which applies different algorithms and month criteria selection. How-
ever, the common feature that all of them share, is the use of real
meteorological data to build one single year of data. The seminal work,
which inspires mostly all the other methods, is the one proposed by
[51] for solar energy systems, which is based on cumulative distri-
bution function; the Danish method makes use of standardized mean
square and standardized mean of the residuals ([52,53]); the Festa-
Ratto method applies composite distance difference [54]; Petrakis [55]
developed a software tool, for the creation of a typical meteorological
year, utilizing the Filkenstein–Schafer statistical method [56]; Bilbao
et al. proposed a methodology for the generation of a TRY in the
Mediterranean area using different methods for the generation [50];
Lee et al. [57] produced TRY for seven major cities from 20 years of me-
teorological data according to ISO15927 standards; Vestrucci et al. [58]
explored the possibility of using an environmental Test Reference Year
for modeling in the atmosphere pollutant dispersion. To paraphrase
Lund [59], the TRY for WEC assessments shall contain, for all seasons,
such a variety of different weather situations that any WEC, regardless
of type, orientation, or Power take-off, will get reasonable different
excitations to make it possible to get an overall impression of the
performance of the device during a typical year. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no methodologies have been as yet developed for the
construction of a TRY exploitable for WEC studies. Thus, in this effort,
by taking the steps from the climatology TRY literature, a preliminary
methodology for the calculation of a TRY directly applicable to isolated
axisymmetric heaving devices, which are not sensitive to the direction
of wave propagation, is proposed. Determined by the prevalent use of
TRY for point absorber technologies, the provided algorithm uses as
mandatory parameters the significant wave height and the mean wave
period, neglecting the wave direction. Once generated, the TRY have
been used, for illustrative purposes, to assess the energy resource in
a sub region of the central Adriatic Sea characterized by a number of
offshore platforms using a numerical approach.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the study area
and the two datasets used. The methodology for the TRY calculation,
the used statistics, the theory for the wave power assessments and
the numerical model are described in Section 3. Section 4 contains
the wave power resource characterization, with discussions included.
Section 5 closes the paper with final considerations.

2. Study area and dataset

The test field is located in the central Adriatic Sea close to the
Ortona buoy (see Fig. 1). In general, this coastal area is characterized by
fine to very fine-grained sands, extremely gentle slopes and an average
depth of 140 m. Here the wave averaged power estimated by [8,60] is
about 1.5–2 kW/m.

For the characterization of the wave climate and the construction of
the Test Reference Year (TRY), the two datasets ERA-Interim [45] and
ERA-5 [46] by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) where compared, at the virtual station E1 (see Fig. 1),
with observed data. The ERA-Interim dataset is a global atmospheric
reanalysis archive that contains a variety of parameters, describing
weather, land-surface conditions and ocean waves, covering the period
from January 1979 to August 2019. The wave model component of
ERA-Interim has an horizontal resolution of 1 degree and a wave
spectra discretized using 24 directions and 30 frequencies and a 6-
hour temporal resolution. Its successor is the ERA-5 reanalysis dataset.
Here the wave model component has an horizontal resolution of 0.36
degree and a hourly temporal resolution. The two datasets have been
compared with observed data collected by the Italian national data
buoy network (RON; [61]), in particular by the Ortona buoy [42.40
𝑁 14.53 E], see Fig. 1.
2

Fig. 1. Study area: SWAN coarse grid (black rectangle), SWAN fine grid (red rectangle),
the virtual station E1 (red dot) and the Ortona buoy (magenta dot). The colorbar
indicates the depth.

3. Methodology

3.1. Calculation of the average year

The simplest thing one can do to create a year of representative
data, is to calculate the average year. That is the hourly specific mean of
𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 for each hour of the year. For the hourly 41 year long dataset
ERA-5 used in this study (from January 1979 to December 2019), the
00:00 of the first of January for the ERA-5 average year is given by
making the average of all the 41 values of the 00:00 of the first of
January.

3.2. Dataset selection

Two statistics, namely the Mean Bias (BIAS) and Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) were used to evaluate the performance of the two multi-
year dataset:

𝐵𝐼𝐴𝑆 =
∑𝑁

𝑖=1(𝑀𝑡,𝑖 −𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑓 ,𝑖)
𝑁

(1)

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

√

∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑀𝑡,𝑖 −𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑓 ,𝑖)2

𝑁
(2)

where 𝑁 is the number of time records, 𝑀𝑡 is the solution to be tested
and 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference solution.

3.3. The test reference year

3.3.1. Test reference year: the concept
The Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) developed by Sandia Na-

tional Laboratories in the United States [51,62] is one of the most
accepted methods to determine a TRY. It consists of twelve typical
meteorological months (TMMs), selected from several calendar months
in a multi-year weather dataset. To give an example, the month January
2000 can be selected as the first TMM, the month February 1990 as the
second TMM, etc. Once selected, the TMMs are put together to form the
TMY. To avoid abrupt changes at the boundary between contiguous
months, smoothing is usually required. Thus, the main goal of our
contribution is to generate a TRY suitable for wave energy studies,
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transferring the methodologies used in the meteorology field to the
wave energy subject. Thus, we modified the TMY method in order to
build a TRY to be used in the wave energy field.

3.3.2. Test reference year: the method
The selection of the typical month is performed by means of the

following three steps.

step 1 The first choice regards the relevant variables for wave energy
application. Due to their importance in the calculation of the
wave power flux, significant wave height (𝐻𝑠) and the mean
wave period (𝑇𝑚) are processed. Daily Indices (DI) have been
evaluated for the two variables selected. In particular daily
minima, maxima, means and sum of both 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 have been
calculated, obtaining a total of eight DI. Then, the cumulative
distribution functions (CDFs) have been calculated for each DI
on a monthly basis. The CDF is a monotonic increasing, positive
definite function with general form:

𝐶𝐷𝐹 (𝑛) =
𝑛
∑

𝑘=1
𝑃𝑘 (3)

where 𝑃𝑘 is the relative probability of the discreet variable 𝑥𝑘.

In the following paragraph, a detailed description of the CDF
calculation is given. The indices sum of daily 𝐻𝑠 (hereinafter
𝑆𝐻𝑠) and the calculation for it of the long-term monthly CDF
(42 years in this study) for the month of January is used to
portray the method. The method is completely analogous for all
other indices and for the short-term monthly CDF (a month of a
given year).

Once found the maximum value of 𝑆𝐻𝑠 and calculated its
integer part I𝑆𝐻𝑠, the step (STP) is evaluated as:

𝑆𝑇𝑃 =
𝐼𝑆𝐻𝑠 + 1

30
(4)

The bins are defined as: 𝐵𝑖𝑛 = 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑆𝑇𝑃 , 𝑘 = 1, 2,… , 30 [55], The
smallest values of 𝑆𝐻𝑠 within each bin are counted and divided
by the size of the population, which is 31 ⋅𝑁𝐴 where 31 is the
number of days of January and 𝑁𝐴 is the number of years in the
multi-year database, obtaining the value of the CDF for each bin
relative to the month of January.

The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for these daily in-
dices are evaluated for each month of the calendar year and are
compared to the long-term CDFs using the Finkelstein–Schafer
statistics [56],

𝐹𝑆𝑖,𝑦 =
1
𝑁

⋅
𝑁
∑

𝑘=1

|

|

|

𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑚𝑦(𝑘) − 𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑦(𝑘)
|

|

|

(5)

where 𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑚𝑦 is the long-term (multy-year) CDF of a given
month (e.g January), 𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑦,𝑚 is the CDF of a given month of
a given year (e.g January 1998), the subscript i identifies the
considered index, y identifies the year and 𝑁 is the number of
the CDF bin (in this study 𝑁 = 31). Finally a weighted-sum
average (𝑊𝑆) of the FS statistic is calculated for each month
and the five months with the smallest 𝑊𝑆 values are selected as
candidate month for the final selection (e.g for January the five
months of January with the smallest 𝑊𝑆 values are selected):

𝑊𝑆 = 1
𝑚

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑊𝐹𝑖 ⋅ 𝐹𝑆𝑖 (6a)

with
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑊𝐹𝑖 = 1 (6b)

where 𝑚 is the number of DI used and 𝑊𝐹𝑖 are the weighting
3

factor for the 𝑖th index (see ).
step 2 The five selected months are then ranked with respect to:

• the month closeness to the long-term mean and median of
𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚

• the month closeness to the long-term mean of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚.

This depending by the performance of the TRY obtained (see
Section 4.3). This is accomplished as follows:

• the absolute value of the difference between the long-term
mean and median (or just mean) and the mean and median
(or just mean) of the five candidates months are calculated
for 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚.

• the calculated differences are than normalized with their
maximum difference (e.g., assuming that for the five Jan-
uary months selected the monthly mean differences of 𝐻𝑠
are 0.5 m, 0.3 m, 0.2 m, 0.7 m and 0.1 m; then these five
values are divided by 0.7 namely, the maximum calculated
difference) obtaining for each of the five candidate months
4 (or 2) indices which are added together.

• The month with the smallest sum is selected as the typical
month.

tep 3 For each calendar month, the best one resulting from step 2 is
chosen, and used for the construction of the TRY.

he TRY’s performance have been assessed by comparing the hourly
ean wave power of each generated TRY and the hourly mean wave
ower of the whole ERA-5 dataset considered in this work. The
eighting factors (𝑊𝐹 ) have been assessed taking the steps from the
air comparison method [58,63,64]. The procedure is based on the
ariation of the total yearly wave power (𝐸𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡; performance indicator)
elative to the percentage increment of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 (input variables). The
irst step is to calculate a reference TRY (hereinafter 𝑇𝑅𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) with all
eights equal to one, using the procedure explained in Section 3.3.2.
he obtained 𝑇𝑅𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑓 is then used for calculation of the reference total
early wave power 𝐸𝑦(𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

𝑡𝑜𝑡 using Eq. (11). Then, the 𝐸𝑦
𝑡𝑜𝑡 is recalculated

ncreasing separately, for a given number of intervals (e.g. 5%, 10%,
tc.), the two input variables allowing, substantially, for the calculation
f 𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝜕𝐻𝑠

⋅ 𝐸𝑦(𝑟𝑒𝑓 )−1
𝑡𝑜𝑡 and 𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝜕𝑇𝑚

⋅ 𝐸𝑦(𝑟𝑒𝑓 )−1
𝑡𝑜𝑡 . Thus, once retrieved the relative

variations for each incremental intervals, they are averaged for each
input variables (𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚). The ratio between the two mean variation
allows to quantify the importance of a input variable with respect to the
other. The next step is to solve a system of 𝑛 equations (in this study
𝑛 = 2), where 𝑛 − 1 of them are obtained by equating the ratio of the
weights of two variables and the variation of the outputs due to such
variables, while the 𝑛th equation is obtained by enforcing that the sum
of all weights must be equal to one (see Section 4.2 for the application
of it).

3.4. Wave power calculation

From the linear theory the total wave energy density (𝐸𝑡; potential
energy plus kinetic energy) is given per unit of horizontal surface area
and time averaged over the wave period is

𝐸𝑡 =
𝜌𝑔𝐻2

𝑠
8

(7)

where 𝜌 is the sea water density, g is the gravity acceleration and 𝐻𝑠
the significant wave height. The energy flux per unit crest length and
unit time is

𝑃 = 𝐸𝑡 ⋅ 𝐶𝑔 (8)

in which 𝐶𝑔 represents the wave group velocity. In general the mean
power theoretical flow 𝑃 given by:

𝑃 =
𝜌𝑔2𝐻2

𝑠 𝑇𝑒 (tanh 𝑘ℎ + 𝑘ℎ )

(9)

64𝜋 cosh 𝑘ℎ2
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in which, according to [14,65], the energy period was assumed as
𝑇𝑒 = 1.14𝑇𝑚. In the case of deep water Eq. (9) can be approximated
as:

𝑃 =
𝜌𝑔2

64𝜋
𝐻2

𝑠 𝑇𝑒 (10)

The total wave energy 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 (MW h/m), during a given time interval
𝑖 𝜕𝑡𝑖 is given by:

𝑡𝑜𝑡 =
∑

𝑖
𝑃𝑖𝜕𝑡𝑖 (11)

.5. Offshore datum propagation

.5.1. Wave driver
For the present analysis, the offshore datum is propagated on-

hore using the Simulating WAve Nearshore (SWAN) model within the
oupled Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-Sediment Transport modeling sys-
em framework (COAWST, [66]). SWAN is a phase-averaged, third
eneration spectral wave model, specifically designed for shallow wa-
ers that solves the action balance equation in either stationary or
on-stationary mode [67]. The action density, i.e. the wave energy
ensity divided by the relative frequency, is used as the fundamental
low variable because the action density is conserved in the presence
f currents. SWAN simulates wind wave generation and propagation
n coastal waters and includes the processes of refraction, diffraction,
hoaling, wave–wave interactions, and dissipation due to whitecapping,
ave breaking, and bottom friction. Specific formulations for wind

nput, bottom stress, whitecapping, wave–wave interactions, etc. are
escribed in detail in [68].

.5.2. Model setup
The forcing is provided by the waves incoming perpendicularly to

he offshore boundary, while lateral and shoreline boundaries condition
re taken as closed. The offshore boundary condition is completed
ith the generated TRY at the virtual station E1 shown in Fig. 1,
hich are applied to the whole offshore boundary. The use of closed

ateral boundary conditions together with the use of constant waves
arameters all along the offshore boundary, can obviously lead to the
ormation of shadow areas, which may propagate from the grid lateral
oundaries. Thus, we use a nesting approach where, within a coarse
rid (Fig. 1 black line; with an horizontal resolution of about 1 km) a
iner grid (Fig. 1 red line; with an horizontal resolution of about 300 m)
s nested. The lateral boundaries of the fine grid have been chosen far
nough from the coarse grid’s lateral boundaries to be unaffected by
he shadow area developed in the coarse grid. The bathymetric data
sed to compile the computational grids comes from the EMODNET
ataset [69].

. Results

.1. Offshore datum comparison

The Era-Interim and ERA-5 datasets have been compared between
hem and with the observed data from the Ortona buoy, when avail-
ble. Fig. 2 shows the bar chart of the yearly mean for 𝐻𝑠 (top panel)
nd 𝑇𝑚 (botom panel) of the three datasets. It is clear that both 𝐻𝑠

and 𝑇𝑚 are overestimated by using the ERA-Interim dataset when
compared with 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 from the Ortona buoy (see yellow bars
n Fig. 2 and positive mean bias in Table 1). However, the virtual
tation 𝐸1 is at a depth of about 210 m, while the Ortona buoy lays
t a depth of about 60 m. This implies some possible wave energy
issipation of the waves traveling between the two points. Different
s the situation when comparing 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 obtained from the ERA-

reanalysis (blue bars) and the Ortona buoy, being the two dataset
uch more similar. However, with some exceptions, the values of 𝐻𝑠

nd 𝑇 for the ERA-5 dataset (red bars) are slightly underestimated
4

𝑚 (
Table 1
BIAS and RMSE of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 from ERA-Interim and ERA-5 for the period spanning
from 01-07-1989 to 18-05-2011.

𝐻𝑠 𝑇𝑚
Dataset BIAS RMSE BIAS RMSE
ERA-Interim 0.17455 0.59339 0.70493 1.38375
ERA-5 −0.04590 0.26111 −0.1665 0.80385

Table 2
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 variations incrementing either 𝐻𝑠 or 𝑇𝑚.

Reference 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 (MW h/m) 10384

𝐻𝑠 increment (%) 5 10 15 20
Produced 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 11 449 12 566 13 734 14 954
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 increment (%) 9.3 17.3 24.4 30.6

𝑇𝑚 increment (%) 5 10 15 20
Produced 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 10 904 11 423 11 942 12 461
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 increment (%) 4.7 9.1 13.0 16.7

Variation ratio (𝑉 𝐻𝑠∕𝑉 𝑇𝑚) 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.2

(see Fig. 2 and the negative mean bias in Table 1). The overestimation
of the two wave parameters from Era-Interim it is also evident when
comparing the monthly mean of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 shown in Fig. 3, while the
slight underestimation of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 from the ERA-5 dataset practically
vanishes in the long term means. The monthly means are calculated
using all the data available within the time window where the three
datasets overlap. In view of our results and of the higher temporal and
spatial resolution of the ERA-5 data, we chose ERA-5 as the multi-year
dataset to be used for the TRY generation.

4.2. Weighting factors calculation

In according with , the 𝐸𝑦(𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑡𝑜𝑡 have been calculate, than 𝐸𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡 it is
alculated increasing separately, 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚. Table 2 summarizes, the
alues of the relative variation of 𝐸𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡 due to the increment of 𝐻𝑠 and
𝑇𝑚. The mean value of the ratio among variations 𝑉 𝐻𝑠∕𝑉 𝑇𝑚 (𝑉 stand
or variation and overline is used to indicates the mean) is 2.125, which
eans that 𝐻𝑠 is about twice more important than 𝑇𝑚. Equating the

atio of the weights of the two input variables (𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚) and the
ariation of the outputs (𝐸𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡) and enforcing that the sum of all weights
ust be equal to one, the weighting factors are given by:

{

(𝑛 − 1), 𝑊𝐻 − 2.125𝑊𝑇 = 0
(𝑛𝑡ℎ), 𝑊𝐻 +𝑊𝑇 = 1

(12a)

hich yields:
{

𝑊𝐻 = 0.68
𝑊𝑇 = 0.32

(12b)

.3. Test reference year: selection

Using the methodology introduced in Section 3.3 and different
ombinations of indices, such as 𝐻𝑠 daily mean, daily sum and so on,
e built and tested several TRYs. All the TRYs built using both monthly
ean and median of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 after the application of the FS statistic

namely during the step 2 described in Section 3.3.2), had a worse
erformance compared with their counterpart selected only using the
onthly mean and, thus, are not considered in this work. The assess-
ent of the devised TRYs has been accomplished by comparing the
ourly mean wave power obtained by each TRY, with that calculated
rom the whole ERA-5 dataset (reference solution). Table 3 summarize,
he reference solution, the hourly mean wave power calculated from
ach TRY and the hourly mean wave power calculated by the average
hourly based) year obtained from the ERA-5 dataset.
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Fig. 2. Yearly mean of 𝐻𝑠 top panel and 𝑇𝑚 bottom panel of ERA-Interim, ERA-5 and the observed data from the RON buoy.
Fig. 3. Monthly mean of 𝐻𝑠 (top panel) and 𝑇𝑚 (bottom panel) of ERA-Interim, ERA-5 and the observed data from the RON buoy.
Table 3
Hourly mean wave power of the generate TRYs, reference solution and ERA-5 averaged year. The indices
names min, max, mean and sum are intended as the daily min, max, mean and sum of both: 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚.
TRY name Indices in use Hourly mean wave power (kW/m)

TRY1 min, max, mean, sum 1.607
TRY2 min, max, mean 1.537
TRY3 min, max, sum 1.808
TRY4 min, mean 1.537
TRY5 max, mean 0.746
TRY6 min, sum 1.230
TRY7 max, sum 1.754
TRY8 mean, sum 1.827
TRY9 mean 0.871
TRY10 sum 1.377

Reference solution – 1.839
ERA-5 average year – 0.807
The different TRYs have been generated using different combination
of the indices such as daily minima, daily maxima, daily means and
daily sum of both 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇 . Table 3 allows one to identify the
phenomenon (but not its underlying mechanism) for which the mean
wave power obtained from the average year is completely different
from the one computed using the same, whole dataset: implications for
5

WEC design could be disastrous. To understand the related underlying
causes it is crucial to highlight the interannual variability in a climate
system. Low-frequency anomalies in weather conditions appear to have
a significant impact on the average year. Therefore, existence of large-
scale coherent patterns of multiyear variability in storm/calm wave
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Fig. 4. Time series of significant wave height 𝐻𝑠: ERA-5 average year (a), TRY8 (b). Time series of wave power 𝑃 : ERA-5 average year (c), TRY8 (d). Panels (c) and (d) also
give (red line) the total potentially produced energy 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡.
conditions in a site, provides ample evidence for an objective impos-
sibility to obtain robust and representative information about the wave
climate using the simple approach of the average year. The TRY here
generated shows very good performance in providing a representative
yearly mean power level. Our results highlight that the most important
index for the generation of a suitable TRY from a multi-year dataset
are the daily sum of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚. In fact, the TRYs obtained by these
two indices, with the exception of TRY6, have their hourly wave power
closer to the reference solution (see Table 3). However, the best result
is obtained when using as reference indices both the daily mean and
the daily sum of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 (TRY8, see Table 3). 𝐻𝑠, the estimated
𝑃 and 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 obtained for TRY8 and for the ERA-5 average year using
Eqs. (10) and (11) respectively, are shown in Fig. 4. The ERA-5 average
year completely fails in representing the extreme, with a maximum
𝐻𝑠 slightly above 1 m (Fig. 4 a). This value is about 4 times smaller
than the maximum 𝐻 of the TRY8 (Fig. 4 b). The maximum wave
6

𝑠

power calculated from TRY8 is higher than 80 kW/m, which is a value
comparable with other areas of the Adriatic sea [70] and about 32 times
higher of the one calculated from the ERA-5 average year (see Fig. 4).

4.4. Numerical model data

Numerical model data have been used to assess the energy content
in each computational cell of the study area. The wave parameters 𝐻𝑠
and 𝑇𝑚 computed by SWAN have been used to estimate the total wave
energy (𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡) integrating Eq. (11) for the whole year and the results are
shown in Fig. 5. While Fig. 6 gives the percentage of 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 decrease.
Starting from the offshore boundary of the coarse grid (Fig. 5, top
panel) and going toward the offshore boundary of the fine grid, the
total energy 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 during the whole TRY decays pretty fast, regardless of
the depth. Then, at about 10 km from the offshore boundary, the decay
of 𝐸 slows down dramatically and once into the fine grid domain
𝑡𝑜𝑡
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Fig. 5. Total wave energy 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 (colormap). The bathymetry (isolines). Coarse grid (top
panel) and fine grid (bottom panel).

(Fig. 5, bottom panel) the loss of 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 becomes very slow till the 50 m
bathymetric, where the wave energy likely starts to decay because of
wave breaking (see Fig. 5). The amount of energy loss is quantified in
Fig. 6 where the contour lines represent the percentage of energy lost
with respect to the corresponding value of at the offshore boundary
of the coarse grid, while the colormap represents the depth. The top
panel of Fig. 6 shows that moving from the offshore boundary toward
the coast 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 decreases fast till the lost of the 30% of energy when the
wave are still in deep water (see Fig. 6). Moving further to shore, the
energy loss slows down till reaching the contour that indicates the 40%
of energy loss. Then, the 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 decrease become even smaller, reaching
the contour where 50% of energy is lost very close to the coast (see
Fig. 6). These results suggest that there is a large amount of wave
energy dissipated in deep waters. This is likely due to the white-capping
phenomenon.
7

Fig. 6. Percentage of total wave energy 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 loss or gain with respect to the
corresponding value of 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 at the offshore boundary of the coarse grid (isolines) and
bathymetry (colormap). Coarse grid (top panel) and fine grid (bottom panel).

5. Discussion and conclusions

The main goal of the present study was to propose an innovative,
preliminary methodology for the generation of a test reference year
suitable for wave energy analyses and to evaluate energy produc-
tion from WECs using hydrodynamic modeling software. Within our
study, the differences between the TRY and the average year were
highlighted. The results suggest that use of long-term average data
series (the ERA-5 average year in Table 3) for wave energy studies
can lead to incorrect conclusions. The algorithm here provided focuses
on significant wave height and mean wave period, which could be
properly used to assess the potential wave energy striking a stand-alone
axisymmetric heaving/oscillating device, as well as point absorbers.
Future works will focus on the inclusion of the wave direction. The
two reanalysis datasets Era-Interim and ERA-5 have been compared, in
order to select the multiyear dataset to be used for the TRY generation.
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Once generated the TRY, the same was used to complete the off -
shore boundary condition for a numerical simulation, run with SWAN,
to study the energy resource available in a sub region of the central
Adriatic Sea characterized by a number of offshore platforms and where
point absorber type WECs were shown to be one of the best solutions
[71].

Comparison of the two datasets with observed data coming from the
Ortona wave buoy gives ERA-5 as the best dataset, showing 1.84 kW/m
against the 1.90 kW/m from the direct measurements.

The methodology applied for the TRY generation has proven to
be very effective, at least for the cases under analysis. The daily sum
of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 are seen to be the most effective indices for a TRY
generation, with the best results achieved when using as indices both
the daily mean and the daily sum of 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑚 (see TRY8 in Table 3).
However, the analyses here performed are not extensive enough to
definitively suggest a combination of indices to be used. Thus, we
suggest further studies are performed to assess different combinations
of the proposed indices to generate the best possible TRY. Further, our
results suggest that use of long-term average data series (the ERA-5
average year in Table 3) for wave energy studies can lead to incorrect
conclusions. The results of the numerical simulations suggest that there
is a considerable loss of energy when transferring the wave field from
the offshore toward the coast as expected. A conspicuous amount of this
energy dissipation occurs when the waves are still in deep waters, this
suggesting the white-capping as possible dissipation mechanism. TRY
is integral to strategic environmental and feasibility assessment of WEC
farms and to assess the performance of devices at design stage, enabling
representative but faster and more stable numerical calculations. The
algorithm here proposed could lead to a major advancement of current
understanding of climate variability, setting the stage for innovative
predictability systems.
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